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contract fight

CRUMBLING CONDITIONS

BRONX CC DEMANDS ACTION

“It becomes normal,” a student at Bronx Community College told Clarion. “You see
it every day and it becomes normal and you think that it’s never going to change.”
Health and safety problems at BCC’s aging campus are often severe – and the
PSC chapter has vowed that a change is going to come. The union organized a

one-day exhibit that drew more than 1,000 people, putting a spotlight on problems
like leaky ceilings, rodent infestations, inadequate supplies of safe drinking water,
and students shivering in cold classrooms. Above, Fran Caruso, a senior CLT, with
a beaker of cloudy and undrinkable tap water from Meister Hall.
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academic freedom research

cali crisis

union victory

A new policy at Hunter would
have required approval
before talking with elected
officials “as a scholar, teacher,
mentor or citizen of Hunter
College.”
PAge 5

Governor Schwarzenegger
and the state legislature cut
University of California funding by $800 million this year.
It’s a crisis that’s been 30
years in the making. Pages 6-7

Backed by thousands of messages from PSC members,
the union protected the pension benefits for future members of CUNY’s retirement
systems.
Page 3

Hunter to rewrite Role of PSCdisputed policy CUNY awards
The PSC-CUNY Research
Awards will soon begin their
fifth decade. Faculty members
talked with Clarion about the
difference this support has
made to their careers. Page 10

Resistance to
UC cutbacks

No Tier V for
CUNY employees
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By PETER HOGNESS

Beryl Weinberg, a founding staff
member of the PSC, died November 29 at age 87. Weinberg was the
original staff member of the Legislative Conference (LC), which
merged with the United Federation
of College Teachers to form the PSC
in 1972, and played a central role in
the life and history of the union.
Born in 1922 in Philadelphia, she
attended the Walden School. Weinberg graduated from Wellesley in
1943 and went on to earn a MA in
history at Columbia. She worked
for years as a researcher at the
Ford Foundation.
Weinberg was hired by LC President Belle Zeller as the group’s
first – and for a time only – staff
member, after the LC was formally
recognized by CUNY in 1969. “I did
everything,” Weinberg told friends.
“Whatever they needed me to do, I
did.” From producing the newsletter
to fielding phone calls, it was all part
of her job. Later she took on a new,
more clearly defined position as the
LC’s expert on pension benefits, a
role she continued as a staff member
of the PSC.

‘perfect match’
“Beryl surpassed every expectation of success with her knowledge
and personality,” former PSC President Irwin Polishook told Clarion.
“She was a perfect match for our
members’ needs for reliable and
available advice.”
The memorial notice for Weinberg
in The New York Times described
her as a “champion of struggles for
unions, peace and human rights,”
and her former coworkers at the PSC
concur. “Her roots in social justice
were deep,” said Clarissa Gilbert
Weiss, the PSC’s current director of
pension and welfare benefits. “She
was active on civil rights marches
in the South, and went to most of the
anti-Vietnam War marches in both
New York and Washington.”
Nick Russo, the PSC’s former
staff attorney, said that women’s
rights were also a strong interest
of Weinberg’s – as were opera, good
food and wine. “As a coworker she
was warm and welcoming,” Russo
recalled. “She was liked by everybody.” At the same time, he said,
“She didn’t take guff from anyone.
She was a spunky lady.”
Weinberg retired from the PSC
in 1983, after training Weiss as
her successor. “She was incredibly
generous with her time and knowledge,” Weiss told Clarion. “She was
truly a mentor.”
Beryl Weinberg was remembered
by her friends and colleagues at a
memorial service held December 8
at Riverside Chapel.

AAUP head speaks
All PSC members are invited to attend a discussion on faculty governance with Gary Rhoades, AAUP and
Manfred Phillip, UFS, February 8,
1-3 pm, PSC, 61 Broadway, 16th floor.
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Philanthropy–voluntary & involuntary
● The thought crossed my mind:
isn’t it about time for another
alumni solicitation campaign from
my CUNY college (Queens)? That
very evening, the call came.
I was polite, but firm. I appreciated the caller’s efforts, but as long
as CUNY continues its current
abuse of its adjunct faculty, and as
long as CUNY continues to balance
its budget upon our backs, it is inappropriate for me, as an adjunct
faculty member, to make a contribution, given that I already subsidize CUNY in general and Queens
College in particular with my low
salary and benefits.
The caller frankly admitted
that he was a professional fund
solicitor working in a boiler room
telephone shop out in Iowa. Had he
been a paid CUNY student, I could
have politely informed him about
the zero-sum game he and I would
then have been playing (i.e., that
his own salary was attributable to
funds diverted from mine).
The well-trained professional
politely verified my address and
e-mail, and expressed hope that
maybe in the future I could once
again see fit to kick into the fund
drive. I told him that I also hope for
the arrival of such a day.
Kenneth Ryesky
Queens College

crimes against it, that claims to
“natural” status seem suspect.
Andrea Weiss
City College

Adjunct “entitlement”?
● Today, a friend with tenure at
CUNY said he was puzzled about
why adjuncts are so upset when
they are not re-hired. “It’s almost
as if they have a sense of entitlement about their jobs,” he said.
I was once again surprised by the
lack of understanding of tenured
faculty. Since I had to explain this
to my friend, a fine human being, I
thought others might be similarly
puzzled. It has something to do
with dignity.
An adjunct instructor does not
earn a living wage. Given that, you
want to be appreciated in some
way, like for instance being asked
to teach again. You cling to a shred
of dignity in the idea that perhaps
you are thought about, or even
wanted, although you can’t pay
your rent.
Adjuncts who have been repeatedly asked to return to teach at
CUNY have shown we are good at
what we do. Isn’t there some way we
can acknowledge this service in our
contract? Could we make a start?
I also told my friend that when
I was young, I admired the 1960s
generation for what they did for social justice. Now, I am embarrassed
about how poorly they stand up for
their own ranks.
Andrea Siegel
John Jay College

A natural reaction
● I’m sure no malice was intended in the recent PSC-CUNY
Welfare Fund bulletin, which
defined dependent children as
either “natural” or adopted children. Nonetheless, I am sure we
as educators would all agree that
words carry cultural meanings to
which we must pay careful attention. There is nothing unnatural
about adopted children themselves, or how they came into
the world, or how they came into
their families. On the other hand,
the term “natural child” implies
there is something inherently
natural, or more natural, about
how birth children came to be
part of their families, which we
know, given all kinds of available
medical intervention, is often far
from the case.
Taking this one step further, the
term “natural child” also implies
that there is something inherently
natural, or more natural, about
procreation, and by extension heterosexuality, yet overwhelmingly
research shows that all sexualities are socially and culturally
constructed.
Adoption and lesbian/gay relationships are both found among
many animals other than humans,
and are part of human experience
as far back as anyone knows. But
the human race as a whole has
moved so far from living in harmony with the natural world, and
indeed has perpetrated so many

Reflection on the
election
● Now that the dispiritingly low
turnout November election is over
and little if anything has changed,
it might be a good moment for the
PSC to reconsider its process for endorsing local candidates. I’m thinking in particular of Lynne Serpe’s
insurgent campaign as a Green
against PSC-endorsed Peter Vallone (Democrat) for City Council in
District 22 (Queens).
Lynne stood for (and continues
to stand for) transparent elections, more efficient and greener
transit, affordable housing, marriage equality, and green jobs. She
drew 3,323 votes (unofficially), or
just under 24% – the highest for
any Green Party Candidate in
NYC history. Lynne was also the
first third-party candidate to max
out the Matching Funds Program.
And yet, this spirited, progressive
campaign fell completely off the
PSC’s radar.
Might it be time for the PSC to
consider endorsing third-party candidates with real progressive agendas? We pride ourselves on being a
progressive union, but it seems that
when election time rolls around, we
line up with the dynasties and the
machines.
Craig Bernardini
Hostos Community College
PSC First Vice President Steve
London responds: The PSC did endorse a number of non-incumbent,
progressive, community activist

candidates in the recent New York
City Democratic Party primaries.
(See www.psc-pac.org and tinyurl.
com/PSCcandidates.) Several of
those candidates ran with the endorsement of a “third party,” the
Working Families Party, and appeared on both this “third party”
line and the Democratic line in the
general election and won. We look
forward to working with a whole
new group of progressive City
Council members over the next
four years.
The PSC has an open and transparent endorsement process that
relies on the participation of PSC
members. This is especially true
for endorsements of non-incumbent candidacies. Endorsements
in local elections are recommended to the Executive Council by
members of the PSC Legislation
Committee.
Approximately 30 Legislation
Committee members labored for
two days last summer and considered endorsements in 51 City
Council races and other city-wide
and borough races. The committee
would have welcomed your participation and knowledge of candidates in the 22nd City Council
District. As a member of the Legislation Committee and participant
in its process, the committee would
have taken seriously your advocacy for Lynne Serpe’s endorsement.
I encourage you to join the PSC’s
Legislation Committee, and take
part in recommending and implementing the union’s ongoing legislative and political program.

Arsenal for democracy

Charles Fostrom/RWDSU

Beryl Weinberg,
1922 – 2009

News & Letters

The Kingsbridge Armory Redevelopment Alliance (KARA) led a community campaign against the Bloomberg administration’s redevelopment plan, which failed to include a binding Community Benefits Agreement that would require employers to pay a living wage, hire from the community, and respect the right of workers to join a union. The New York City
Council struck down Bloomberg’s plan with a vote of 45 to 1.
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Albany imposes some CUNY cuts
Union campaign blunts Gov’s budget axe

Many of Governor Paterson’s proposed midyear budget reductions
to CUNY were defeated in early
December, but significant cuts
were passed by both houses of the
legislature and signed by Paterson. Meanwhile Mayor Bloomberg
is pressing for a large midyear cut
in City support for the community colleges, and the fight over
next year’s State budget is not far
away.
The midyear cuts approved
in Albany imposed a $24 million
general fund reduction on CUNY
senior colleges, and swept $29 million from CUNY’s stabilization
reserve fund. Community college
base aid was reduced by $130 per
full-time equivalent student, which
means a $4.4 million reduction for
CUNY community colleges. An additional $901,000 reduction in community college rental aid was also
approved.

cumulative
“No cut to CUNY is acceptable,”
said PSC President Barbara Bowen.
“For the last 20 years, CUNY has
suffered the death-by-a-thousandcuts. Repeated small blows to the
University’s budget have the same
effect over time as a single crushing blow of the kind suffered by the
California system. Without PSC
pressure, the midyear assault on
CUNY’s budget would have been
much worse, but the fact remains
that the legislature voted yes to cut
CUNY again.”
Grassroots lobbying by PSC
members and leaders, with support from New York State United

El-Wise Noisette

By STEVE LONDON
PSC First Vice President

senior colleges ended the 2009 fiscal
year with a cumulative $22.6 million
dollar surplus in their reserves – an
amount that is in addition to the
University’s stabilization reserves.
Where Spring adjunct budgets are
being reduced, a review of the college’s reserves may be called for.
State aid cuts to the community
colleges should be manageable, as
well, without layoffs or other personnel-related actions. But Mayor
Bloomberg has called for a large
cut in City community college support – $9.5 million – so the impact
of midyear cuts on these colleges is
not yet clear.

city battle next
PSC-CUNY First Vice President Steve London (right) and Phil Smith, president of UUP, the SUNY faculty union, testifying in
Albany in October against Governor Paterson’s midyear cuts in State funding for higher education.
Teachers, beat back the far more
drastic cuts that the governor had
proposed. Paterson had called for
a reduction of $53 million in CUNY
senior college general fund aid, $10
million in cuts to CUNY’s community colleges and $26.2 million in
cuts to the Tuition Assistance Program (TAP). The proposed TAP
cuts were completely restored,
the CUNY community college cuts
were halved, and the general fund
cut to CUNY senior colleges was
limited to $24 million.
The CUNY cuts were part of a
larger package of midyear reductions, which though severe were
less than the amount that Paterson
had demanded. In mid-December,
the governor unilaterally withheld
local aid State spending on K-12 and
other areas, a move that the State
Senate was expected to challenge

in court. Additional reductions in surplus funds from the last fisCUNY funding have not been an is- cal year. The University also sequestered general fund dollars in
sue in this dispute
Based on initial conversations this year’s senior college budgets
with CUNY management, the PSC to deal with midyear shortfalls.
With these funds and addoes not expect to see any
layoffs or cancellation of Now mayor ditional savings from the
energy budget and other
searches in the wake of these wants
areas, this
midyear budget reductions.
$9.5 million non-personnel
deficit should be handled
After decades of underfundwithout touching personing and under the pressures cut from
nel-dedicated dollars.
of enrollment increases, this CUNY CCs.
While the union has
will further strain a university that already operates on a been getting reports of reductions
shoestring. But while the cuts will in the Spring semester adjunct budhurt, they should not have imme- gets at some colleges, at this time
there is no indication of a directive
diate personnel consequences.
In the senior colleges, CUNY from 80th Street requiring reducplans to absorb the midyear budget tions in the budgets for adjunct
reductions in two ways: 1) the $29 faculty. It appears that any such
million owed from CUNY reserves reductions are local management
will come from the University’s decisions and not directly related to
stabilization fund, which includes the midyear budget reductions. The

The PSC is moving to mobilize
opposition to Bloomberg’s proposed midyear community college
cuts. Currently, the City’s revenues
are running ahead of projections
and, unlike the State, there is no
immediate budget problem. Union
members who want to help block
these reductions should join the
PSC’s budget campaigns (contact
Amanda Magalhaes at amagalhaes@pscmail.org or 212-354-1252).
Voluntary donations to the PSC’s
Committee on Political Education
(COPE) are also critical to building
the union’s political power (sign up
at psc-pac.org).
“Most of the cuts statewide could
have been avoided if Albany had
listened to the pracitical proposals
offered by the PSC, the Fiscal Policy
Institute and others for alternatives,”
said Bowen. “There are short-term
fixes that could have been considered, and the root problem of insufficient revenue could be solved by
undoing the tax cuts for the rich of
the last 20 years.”

PSC action wins Tier V victory in Albany
By PETER HOGNESS

On December 2, the PSC beat the
odds: CUNY faculty and staff were
not included in a new, lower pension
tier approved by both houses of the
New York legislature.
“This is a victory not just for future CUNY employees, but for the
principle that a decent pension and
secure retirement are not luxuries
that should be stripped away from
the few remaining workers who
have them,” said PSC President
Barbara Bowen. “Public employees
who receive modest salaries should
not pay with our pensions for an
economic crisis we did not create.”

looking ahead
The hard-won victory does not
put an end to threats to future members’ retirement security, as Mayor
Bloomberg is expected to push for
similar pension cutbacks in talks
with municipal unions in 2010. “Our
win in Albany is testimony to the

Pension threats still loom
power of our collective action as a future hires would severely damunion,” Bowen said. “In holding out age CUNY’s ability to recruit and
against the lower tier, the PSC with- retain faculty and staff. This would
stood considerable pressure. It will have come at a particularly bad
not be easy to repeat, but we are time, since CUNY is currently in
the midst of a wave of retirements
ready for the fight.”
and faces the challenge
The union pressed the issue
on every front. PSC officers Bloomberg of replacing an entire
generation of faculty and
gave testimony in Albany, expected
staff. Reductions in penwhile the union’s Legislative
Borough Committees met to push for sion benefits would have
with state legislators in their Tier V, too. a particularly negative
impact at CUNY because
home districts. Hundreds of
members sent messages to their the University recruits faculty and
representatives, while the legisla- professional staff within a national
tive staff of the PSC’s state affiliate, labor market.
“We also showed that PSC memNew York State United Teachers
(NYSUT), joined with PSC leaders bers, along with other municipal
to work the corridors in the State union members, have already conCapitol. In the end, the combination tributed $200 million toward deficit
of grassroots pressure and insider reduction as part of the Municipal Labor Committee agreement on health
presence carried the day.
The PSC successfully argued benefits with the City of New York,”
that cutting pension benefits for Bowen emphasized.

The establishment of Tier V was
sold as a necessary measure for
coping with the fiscal crisis created
by the deepest economic downturn
since the Great Depression, and the
resulting loss of tax revenue. But that
premise did not withstand close scrutiny. “A lower pension tier will in fact
do very little to address New York
State’s immediate deficit problem,”
said the PSC’s Bowen, “as it achieves
no real savings for ten years.”

ten years
The new Tier V reduces the
value of future employees’ pensions in several ways. Under Tier
IV, which will continue to apply to
new hires at CUNY (in both TRS &
ORP), employees contribute 3% of
income to their pension fund until
they have 10 years of service, after
which the employer takes over this
contribution. Under the new Tier V,
there is no change after 10 years:
employee contributions continue to
be required.

For TRS participants, another major change would have been the time
required for “vesting” – that is, how
long it takes to qualify for pension
benefits. Under Tier IV, vesting happens after five years (or the equivalent of five years’ full-time service).
Under Tier V, ten years are required.
“This is a change that would have
been especially disadvantageous to
CUNY’s thousands of part-time faculty,” Bowen noted.
The other major feature of the new
Tier V is an increase in the minimum
age for retirement with full benefits,
which was raised from 55 to 62.
Somewhat different versions of
Tier V were established for K-12
teachers, with different rules for
teachers in NYC and those upstate.
For UFT members, larger contributions are required (see p.8 for details), but the ability to retire after
age 55 without penalty was retained.
For K-12 teachers outside NYC, that
age will now be 57 (see www.nysut.
org for info).
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RF-CUNY workers win new contract
Strike deadline yields gains

By John Tarleton

“After more than a year of bargaining, with progress that was halting
and incremental, what finally made
management settle was the strike
authorization vote and setting a
strike deadline,” said PSC President
Barbara Bowen. “The accelerated
movement in the final phase of these
negotiations shows what a powerful
weapon a credible strike threat is.”
“We got a good contract. It was
gratifying to see the members all
stand together,” said RF Chapter
Secretary Dawn Sievers. “Individually, we didn’t get all that each of
us wanted, but collectively we did
alright.”
Under the new agreement, the
85 PSC members in the RF Central
Office bargaining unit will receive

Dave Sanders

After a year of battling for a fair
contract, workers at the CUNY Research Foundation Central Office
reached a settlement on December
8, less than an hour before their
strike deadline.
The tentative agreement followed
an intensive last round of bargaining after the strike deadline was
announced.
Faced with the threat of a walkout,
the RF agreed to delay an increase
in the employees’ share of the health
care premium, and increased the salary offer by 3.25%, adding a fourth
year to the contract and an additional one-time cash payout of $500. The
settlement is subject to ratification
by the members and approval by the
RF board.

credible threat

saw how the people in the field we
work with felt, it made it all feel
worthwhile.”
Chief negotiator Naomi Zauderer
said, “It was a privilege to work
Chapter Chair Tony Dixon de- with a bargaining team that demscribed how members’ involvement onstrated such dedication and forgrew, from wearing a small pin to a titude. The members’ faith in them
large pin to a T-shirt, then passing was well-placed.”
The union and management apout leaflets and holding lunchtime
peared to be on the verge of reachrallies.
Faced with continued intransi- ing an agreement at the end of
gence from management, which November, but negotiations stalled
employed an expensive anti-union Dec. 1 when management put an
law firm to lead the negotiations, offer on the table that would have
RF employees stepped up their ef- increased salaries less than the proforts on September 14 with a one- posed increase in health insurance
hour walkout, and later marched contributions for all types of family
on the office of RF President Rich- coverage. The union threatened to
ard Rothbard – whose previous 44% file an unfair labor practice charge
pay raise was a sore point with the while the CUNY-RF workers set
a strike deadline. “We had
workers. On September 24, by
tried to bend over backward
a 91% vote, RF workers autho- Faculty
rized their bargaining team support and management wasn’t giving anything,” Sievers said.
to call a strike if necessary.
(The RF is officially separate played a “Our last resort was to go on
from CUNY, and its status as key role. the picket line.” In response,
management changed course
a private nonprofit means that
its employees are not covered by and the gap between the two sides
the strike ban in New York’s public was closed.
Valerie Nelson, an input operator
sector labor law.)
“We didn’t just have a one-hour in the Procurement and Accounts
walkout and then a strike vote,” Dix- Payable Department, said the RF
on emphasized. “That was a result workers’ greatest gain was in their
of all the work we had done before.” own unity. “We came together and
Meanwhile PSC members employed became strong,” she said and cited
by CUNY called management to limiting the increase in health care
demand a settlement, and signed premiums as one of the union’s main
up to join the picket line if a strike gains. Like some others, she would
have liked to see a larger pay raise.
occurred.
Sievers said the outcry from a “The cost of everything is going up,”
number of principal investigators she said. “This is a very expensive
over the RF spending hundreds of city to live in.”
Sievers was already thinking
thousands of dollars of their grant
money on the union-busting law ahead three years. “My co-workers
firm Nixon Peabody was especially were more involved than before
important. “I’m overwhelmed by and it gave them a sense of empowall the unity and solidarity we re- erment,” she said. “That will carry
ceived,” Sievers said. “When we through to the next negotiations.”

RF Chapter Secretary Dawn Sievers at a November rally outside the RF Central Office.
raises of 3%, 3.25%, 3.5% and 3.25%,
or 13.65% compounded over the
next four years. An RF employee
currently making $40,000 per year
will see her or his annual wage
climb to $45,459 by 2012; an employee making $50,000 will earn $56,823
per year by the end of the contract.
Management’s initial wage offer
was 0%, 1% and 1%.
Employees’ share of health care
premiums will increase from 17% to
18% in the second year of the contract
and to 19% in the final year of the contract. Management initially sought to
increase contributions for employees

with family coverage to 30%, and had
also pushed for changes that would
increase members’ out-of-pocket
costs for in-network tests and procedures. The settlement increased
vision benefits by 100%, from $100 to
$200 every two years.

P.I. outcry
The bargaining team also
blocked management’s push to establish a two-tier benefits system,
holding the line against demands
to reduce annual leave, sick leave
and severance benefits for employees hired after January 1, 2009.

Fiterman becomes contested terrain
Construction has finally begun on
a replacement for BMCC’s Fiterman Hall, a classroom building
that was damaged beyond repair
by the collapse of the World Trade
Center on 9/11. But the December 1
groundbreaking ceremony was
dominated by a heated confrontation between a conservative CUNY
trustee and the head of the City
Council’s committee on higher education – a clash that in some ways
reflects the long-running struggle
to get Fiterman rebuilt.

denied entrance
The day’s disagreements began
when the chair of the higher education committee, Charles Barron,
and Councilmember Alan Gerson
marched with a large group of students from BMCC’s main building
to the Fiterman site on Greenwich
Street. According to the New York
Times, the students were at first
denied entrance to the tent where
the groundbreaking ceremony was
being held.
The Downtown Express called
the student march “an echo of last

Wiesenfeld, Barron face off
year’s protests,” which demanded nizers agreed but said he would
action on Fiterman reconstruction have to wait until late in the proand an end to campus overcrowd- gram, Barron decided not to wait
ing. Barron urged students to be and took the stage.
After an introduction from CUproud of the role they had played.
“It is you who are the real spirit NY Vice Chancellor Jay Hershenof the success of the rebuilding of son, Barron criticized the mayor’s
Fiterman Hall,” he said. “It’s so remarks for ignoring the students’
good to win one – let’s make sure role. “They’re the ones that made it
the opportunities for students to happen,” the councilmember said.
“The mayor gets up here
continue their education are
maintained.”
Recognition and doesn’t even respect
Once inside, Barron was of students’ us enough to even mention that students were
upset to be seated in the
even involved in it at all.”
audience rather than on the role is in
At that point CUNY
speakers’ podium. NY1 re- dispute.
trustee Jeffrey Wiesenported that the mayor, who
had delayed construction by op- feld, who had played no visible role
posing CUNY’s funding requests in the effort to get Fiterman rebuilt,
as excessive, was scheduled to began to heckle from his seat in the
speak at the groundbreaking, front row. “When was the last time
while Barron, an outspoken ad- you respected anyone?” he shouted.
vocate for full Fiterman funding, “You’re a disgrace!”
“Whether or not you like it, I’m
was not.
Instead of accepting his slot at a here,” Barron replied.
Wiesenfeld began to yell more
separate, subsequent event, Barron insisted that he and Gerson loudly while BMCC President Anshould speak at the groundbreak- tonio Pérez, visibly distraught,
ing ceremony. When event orga- tried without success to get him to

press comment

Peter Hogness

By PETER HOGNESS

When a reporter asked whether
his own “spontaneous outburst”
had been civil, he snapped, “Don’t
get spontaneous with me!”
Barron also spoke with reporters
after the event. “I’ve been struggling
to make this happen, along with
others, for eight years, even with
resistance from the mayor, with resistance sometimes even from the
insurance company,” he said. “Don’t
make me look like the bad person because I don’t sit there like a little boy
and let them disrespect me.”

April 2002: Barron leads march for
funding for BMCC recovery from 9/11.
be quiet and sit down. Barron then
stepped away from the podium to
face off with Wiesenfeld, calling
him “an ignorant racist.”
Afterwards Wiesenfeld called
the councilmember “a thug,” complaining that he had “disrupted the
event with his body language” by
walking up to the stage. “The man
lacks civility,” said the trustee.

The Daily News, New York Observer, and other publications noted
that part of the background for this
confrontation was the confirmation
hearing on Wiesenfeld’s appointment as a trustee in 1999. Williamsburg activist Issac Abraham testified
that Wiesenfeld had referred to
black people as “savages” and Hasidic Jews as “thieves.” Wiesenfeld
did not deny the charge at the time,
saying only that Abraham was motivated by a personal feud. (He did
finally reject the accusation eight
years later, in a letter to Clarion.)
The week after the December 1
confrontation, Barron said that
Wiesenfeld should no longer serve
on CUNY’s Board of Trustees.
“This racist must be removed,” he
declared.
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Permission to speak with politicians?
PSC vs. new Hunter policy

By JOHN TARLETON

provost’s response
The chapter unanimously approved a resolution denouncing
the new policy as an “assault on
the academic freedom and basic
democratic rights of the Hunter
community.” Union-wide delegates
also expressed outrage at the PSC
Delegate Assembly two days later.
Faced with mounting criticism,
the Hunter administration announced in December that it would
revise the policy. Provost Vita
Rabinowitz promised to work in
consultation with the Hunter College Senate Standing Committee
on Academic Freedom, and also
invited PSC Chapter Chair Tami
Gold to offer specific suggestions
for changes to the policy.
“The fact that they pulled it back
is because of the union chapter

Dave Sanders

Following intense criticism from
faculty members and the PSC,
Hunter College has decided to redraft a policy that could have greatly expanded the administration’s
control over employee contact with
public officials.
Announced in mid-November,
the new policy would have required
all faculty and staff to receive prior
approval before talking with public
officials in their capacities “as a
scholar, teacher, mentor, or citizen
of Hunter College.”
Hunter Professor of Anthropology Gregory Johnson spotted the
sweeping language when the document came through his e-mail box
on the morning of November 19. He
immediately brought it to the attention of the PSC chapter, which was
meeting later that day.
“The text of the new policy goes
way beyond anything they have contemplated before,” said Johnson, who
called the measure “unacceptable.”

Hunter PSC Chapter Chair Tami Gold says faculty vigilance is crucial.
at Hunter,” said Gold. “We were
very diligent. We didn’t wait one
minute.”
“Due to Greg Johnson, the chapter was pretty much ahead of the
curve in its response,” said Frank
Kirkland, chair of the philosophy
department. “Until then,” he said,
“no one had picked up on it.”
Gold and other union members
said the policy would have interfered with faculty members’ ability
to conduct research, or speak freely
about the implications of their academic work for public policy. More
generally, they told Clarion, the policy represented an overbearing “Big

Brother” approach to monitoring the
activities of faculty and staff.
The policy would have required
approval for discussions with public officials about student internships, or invitations to visit Hunter
and speak to a class. “There’s a
fundamental issue of academic
freedom for scholars that could be
violated by a policy like that,” said
Tom Angotti, professor of urban
affairs and planning.
“I engage with elected officials
and with City officials all the
time,” added Angotti, who studies
development policy decisions. “It’s
hard for me to see how a policy

A 2006 survey at Hunter, with
like that could ever be practical.”
Angotti stressed that faculty mem- responses from one-third of the
bers “need to be approached in a school’s full-time faculty, found that
spirit of collegiality, not one of be- 62% were concerned that dissent on
“controversial institutional issues”
ing given orders.”
As written, the policy’s reach could spark retaliation by the colwould have extended even beyond lege administration.
“Someone with a full understandNew York City. Jack Hammond,
a professor in Hunter’s sociology ing of what we do at a research unidepartment, routinely talks with versity would never write a policy
public officials and agencies in Bra- this way in the first place,” Gold told
Clarion. “It should never
zil and Bolivia while conducthave seen the light of day.”
ing field research. Hammond After
Rabinowitz acknowledged
said it would be impossibly strong
that the policy needed “clariburdensome to have to secure
fications and improvements,”
approval before engaging in criticism,
each of those conversations. policy to be and stated that “we do not
this policy to inter“Your opportunities come up.
rewritten intend
fere in any way with faculty
You want to take advantage
scholarship or teaching.” She promof them,” he explained.
In a December 11 e-mail to ised to release a new policy by the
Clarion, Rabinowitz said that the beginning of the Spring semester.
“We really need to hear from the
“external policy” statement was
intended to coordinate activities of provost on this,” said William Safaculty members seeking funding kas, chair of the Hunter Senate’s
for their work or opportunities for academic freedom committee. “At
their students from public officials this point and time, it’s premature
and public agencies.” She said it to have a strong feeling one way or
was meant to be a continuation of a the other,” he told Clarion. Hunter’s
2007 policy promulgated by Hunter 2007 policy on contact with private
that covered solicitation of grants donors had not sparked any comand gifts from private individuals, plaints, Sakas noted. For the new
policy, he said, “we’ll be concerned to
corporations and foundations.
The policy’s scope, however, went see if this impedes faculty research,
far beyond requests for financial classroom teaching, or curricular
support. It also explicitly applied to development.”
participation of public officials in
“student opportunities, research, ‘pleased’
academic initiatives and special
Gold said she was “pleased that
events,” and to all “meetings and the provost heard the concerns of
conversations with public officials the faculty and the PSC,” and looks
and agencies in your capacity as a forward to seeing the revised policy.
scholar, teacher, mentor or citizen
“This incident speaks to the imof Hunter College.” There were few portance of an active and engaged
specifics about what criteria might faculty,” she told Clarion. “It became
be used for denying permission for a public issue because Professor
such conversations – but the policy Johnson spotted the problem and
did declare that interactions with brought it to our chapter union meetpublic officials need to be “present- ing. This illustrates the necessity for
ed in ways that represent the Col- vigilance by union members, and a
lege...to the best advantage.”
strong PSC chapter.”

Trustees give pay hikes to CUNY bigs
By PETER HOGNESS

On November 23, CUNY’s chancellor, vice chancellors and college
presidents were awarded raises by
a vote of the Board of Trustees.
The largest raise for a CUNY
college president went to Hunter’s
Jennifer Raab, whose 8% raise in
base pay came to $18,863. Most
presidents received increases between 4% and 5%, ranging from
about $8,500 to $12,000 apiece. Increases for vice chancellors were
more uniform: almost every vice
chancellor received a 5% increase,
which added up to about $10,000 to
$14,000 each.
Chancellor Goldstein’s $450,000
salary was increased by $40,000,
to a total of $490,000 per year. This
9% increase came on top of a 14%
increase in Fall 2008. In addition to
salary, the chancellor also receives

Top execs get stockings stuffed
a housing allowance of $90,000 per
year and use of a car and driver.
Raab’s 8% increase brings her
base salary to $254,652 – or just a
few hundred dollars less than the
highest-paid CUNY college president, Karen Gould of Brooklyn College, who is paid $255,000 per year.
(Last year the two highest paid CUNY college presidents were CCNY’s
Gregory Williams, at $273,061, and
Baruch’s Kathleen Waldron, then
paid $260,503. Both have since resigned, and their colleges are currently searching for replacements.)

color of money
The presidents of three CUNY
colleges – Brooklyn, Hostos and
Medgar Evers – have been in office
less than a year, and these new ar-

just this October, received a 2%
raise. His salary, the lowest among
the vice chancellors, now stands at
rivals each received a 2% increase. $204,000.
The next lowest increase was the
The one vice chancellor who did
3% given to Carolyn Williams not appear in the schedule of raisof Bronx Community College, a es approved by the trustees was
$6,270 boost that brings her pay to Vice Chancellor for Research Gil$215,259.
lian Small. Small’s salary
Six of the eight lowest- Goldstein’s
is paid by the CUNY Repaid CUNY college presisearch Foundation (RF),
dents are black or Latino, salary
and after a 5% increase it
while six of the eight high- jumps from
now stands at $231,525.
est-paid presidents are
Chancellor Goldstein’s
$450,000
white. (There are no CUNY
$40,000 raise is larger
college presidents who are to $490,000 than the annual houseAsian American.)
hold income of more than
The highest paid vice chancel- two-thirds of CUNY’s undergradlor, again this year, is Executive uates, and many CUNY adjuncts.
VC and Chief Operating Officer The Trustees’ resolution on the
Alan Dobrin, whose 5% raise gives chancellor’s increase said it was
him a new salary of $290,689. Peter “richly deserved” and “necessary
Grant Jordan, who was appointed for CUNY to remain competitive
vice chancellor for student affairs and on its upward trajectory.” It

compared the chancellor’s salary with those of top executives
at several other public university
systems, including the University of California, the University
of Texas, Ohio State and Rutgers,
who are paid more.

shared sacrifice
The Trustees did not cite comparisons to the heads of the University of Washington, the University
of Connecticut or the University
of Minnesota – all of whom have
turned down or returned raises or
bonuses in the last academic year.
When Rutgers President Richard McCormick was awarded a
$100,000 performance bonus in the
summer of 2008, he said he would
give that amount to Rutgers to
be used for student financial aid.
“Rutgers is not a rich kids’ school,”
McCormick observed at the time.
“A great many need financial aid.”
A complete list of raises for CUNY’s
top executives is at www.psc-cuny.
org/ExecRaises09.htm.
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class struggle

Students & unions strike at Uni
I

n November, mass protests of deep budget cuts,
tuition hikes and layoffs in
the University of California
system drew national headlines. Student building occupations combined with a brief strike
by campus unions to produce
the most widespread and dramatic protests at UC in decades.
Bob Samuels, president of the
statewide UC unit of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT),
which represents librarians and
contingent faculty, described what
happened at UCLA after the UC
Board of Regents met there to approve a 32% increase in student
fees, bringing the total to more
than $10,000 per year:
[S]tudents surrounded the
building and locked arms, refusing to let the Regents leave the
building. A tense standoff lasted
for several hours, and hundreds of
students and workers joined the
human chain.... When they finally
brought [UC Chancellor Mark] Yudof out, they had to taser students
in order to clear a way. What
message does this send, when you
have to use weapons on your own
students?
The UCLA protest was not even
the largest that day. UC Berkeley
activists built a rally of several
thousand alongside staff union
picket lines, and even traditionally

quieter campuses like Davis and
San Diego saw building occupations and arrests.
The November actions signaled
the latest spike of campus organizing that began last summer in response to California’s state budget
crisis, brought on by 30 years of
anti-tax policies aimed at shrinking the public sector.

much to spend today as they did
in 1990 in real dollars,” wrote CSU
Trustee Jeff Bleich in a recent
Los Angeles Times op-ed. “In the
1980s, 17% of the state budget went
to higher education and 3% went
to prisons. Today, only 9% goes
to universities and 10% goes to
prisons.”
By 2007, per-pupil funding in
K-12 had sunk to 47th in the nation
Access denied
– and that was before the latest
savage cuts.
At one time, California could
This year Governor
brag about the high quality and
Schwarzenegger and the dysfunclow cost of its public higher educational Legislature slashed CSU
tion. Its 1960 Master Plan for the
University of California, California funding by $500 million, UC by
$800 million, and the community
State University, and community
colleges by $700 million.
college systems established
Largest Faculty and staff layoffs
the expectation that the top
eighth of the graduating high
protests and furloughs, and program
cuts, mean that students
school class could go to a UC
since
wait in vain for required
campus, the upper third to a
CSU school, and anyone over
Vietnam classes. The CSU system
has closed its doors to new
18 could attend community
War
enrollment this Spring –
college. When I enrolled in
and thousands of students have
UCLA in 1970, I paid $49.50 per
been priced out by enormous fee
quarter in student fees.
increases in all three systems.
California’s legislators and
How did this happen? California
voters understood such access
is the only state in the nation that
to higher education required
requires a two-thirds supermajorfunding, and set up relatively proity legislative vote to pass both a
gressive tax codes to underwrite
post-secondary institutions as well state budget and any new tax. The
state budget’s 2/3 rule has existed
as a world-class system of K-12
since the 1930s, but only became a
education. In the 1960s California
serious problem as the hard right
consistently ranked among the top
came to dominate the Republican
five states in per-pupil funding.
Party. The 2/3 requirement for
How times have changed. “Caliraising taxes came from Propofornia’s public universities and
sition 13, the anti-tax initiative
community colleges have half as

passed in 1978, which maintained
the threshold to reduce or eliminate a tax at a simple majority.
The Republican Legislative caucus hovers at just over one-third in
each house, and today all but one
of its elected officials have signed
Grover Norquist’s “no new tax”
pledge. As a result, tax loopholes
have been opened every year during state budget deliberations in
order to persuade a few Republicans to approve the budget.
Taxes for the wealthiest have
been steadily reduced even though
the top one percent of taxpayers
in California has nearly doubled
its share of adjusted gross income
since 1993 from 13.8% to 25.2% in
2007. These taxpayers average $1.6
million in income per year. The
state income tax rate of this superrich group has been pared during
that time from 11.3% to 9.3%, robbing the state of $3 to $6 billion
each year.
Another $9 to $10 billion in annual revenues have been whittled
away through corporate tax reductions. In all, the state gives up
$12 to $14 billion per year through
these cumulative tax reductions,
creating a structural budget
deficit.
After state revenues collapsed
with the economic crash of 2008,
most Democratic legislators
pointed to the legislative gridlock
caused by the 2/3 rules and threw
up their hands. Their plan, such as
it is, is to cut now and hope that a

Privatization is the issue
By GEORGE LAKOFF
Distinguished Professor of Linguistics
UC Berkeley

Saving public higher education

California’s Master Plan for its
colleges and universities speaks
of “state-supported higher education.” There is a good reason.
Government has two moral missions: protection and empowerment
for all its citizens. Protection goes
beyond police and law enforcement
to protections for consumers, workers, the environment, investors,
retirees, and victims of disease,
injury, and natural disasters. Empowerment includes public roads
and buildings; and adequate systems for communication, energy,
and water; functioning banking
and insurance systems, and of
course, education. No one makes a
living in this state without protection and empowerment by the government. And those who get more
out of protection and empowerment
by the state have a moral obligation
to pay more to sustain them.
It appears that the top 1% of individual taxpayers pay about 45% of

the state’s income taxes, and that
the same top 1% own about 50% of
the assets in the state. Have these
folks amassed wealth by working
that many more hours than the
average worker? No. They have
amassed wealth because the companies they own or invest in are
empowered by having state-subsidized water, state-built freeways
and public buildings, a state-protected environment, and the benefits of state-educated employees
and state supported university
research.

moral engine
The protection and empowerment that have come from our universities is staggering. There are
obvious cases: medical research,
university hospitals and clinics;
the computer industry and its
spin-offs in media, film and the
arts; environmental science that
has led to the maintenance and

improvement of our environment;
the wine industry coming out of
UC Davis; tens of thousands of
people trained in business, law,
and economics; our public health
system; and on and on. The university is lot more than an economic engine: it is a quality of life
engine. And when it is truly public, it is a moral engine.
And it is especially a moral engine because it educates millions
of Californians. Education is about
more than making money. It is
about coming to know the world,
about learning to think critically,
and about developing the capacity to create new knowledge, new
social institutions, and new kinds
of businesses. It is about millions
of people becoming more of what
they can be. That is the real promise of California. It is our system of
higher education that delivers on
that promise.
The reason that the Master Plan

designates “state-supported higher
education” is that higher education
contributes a disproportionate
amount to the protection and empowerment both of individuals and
of corporations, and to the creation
of a California civilization.
All discussion of moral issues must
start there, with the systemic and
moral effects of higher education.

not a factory
From this perspective, the university-as-factory metaphor is not only
inaccurate, but is immoral. It is both
because it hides all that – all of what
public universities are about.
The university-as-factory metaphor sees the university as a factory
producing educations in the abstract and selling them to students
and their parents. All discussion
of raising tuition or taking more
out-of-state students who pay more
tuition is based on that metaphor.
The central argument is that students (or their parents) should be
paying what the product is worth,
economically, over a lifetime, and
that they shouldn’t be complaining

return to good economic times will
increase state revenues later.
A different perspective has been
offered by college and university
students, faculty and staff, who
launched determined coalition
building and direct actions. In sev-

Kim Turner

By FRED GLASS
Communications Director
California Federation of Teachers

In September and November, members of cam
cutbacks at the University of California. Above,
about fee raises because they’re
getting a relatively good deal.
The factory metaphor misses almost everything. It obviously misses the enormous contribution to the
economy of the state as a whole.
But it also misses all the other
forms of protection and empowerment, as well as shaping California
civilization.
The factory metaphor even misses on its own terms; it misses vital
economic truths. Yes, if you have a
university education, you have the
opportunity to make more, perhaps
more than a million dollars more
over a lifetime, than if you don’t.
But that also means you will pay a
lot more taxes to the state, and the
company you work for will make
more money. Imagine taking all the
extra money that the UC and CSU
graduates make for themselves and
their companies, and estimating
how much more they pay in taxes
than if they hadn’t gotten a higher
education. Now imagine taking all
that money that came from a statesupported higher education and using it to support higher education.
I suspect there would be no budget
shortfall in the universities and a lot
left over in profit for everyone. That
is what the Economic Engine metaphor claims, namely, that the knowledge and innovation coming from

crisis in cali

iv. of California
eral waves, each separated by about
a month of planning and preparations, these actions have disrupted
business as usual at UC, and, to a
lesser degree, the other two public
higher education systems. According to longtime UC Santa Cruz

lecturer Mike Rotkin, “We haven’t
seen this scale of protest for decades – since the Vietnam War.”
The movement started over the
summer with the decision by UC
president Mark Yudof to ignore tenured faculty who felt shared gover-

nance gave them the right to have a
say in how their furloughs would be
implemented. Faculty proposed at
least one furlough day should occur
during instruction, to make clear
the impact of the budget cuts on education. When Yudof rejected this
idea, tenure-track faculty (who at
UC are not represented by a union)
began discussing action across the
system. More than a thousand professors (out of about 8,000) signed
an online pledge to strike when
school began. They also reached out
to students and campus unions, one
of which, the University Professional and Technical Employees/CWA,
was already preparing a walkout
related to bargaining issues.

yudof blamed

mpus unions and college students walked picket lines together and marched against
, a protest on September 24 at UCLA.
graduates of state-supported universities create far more wealth in the
state than the educations cost.
How you look at public higher
education is not just a matter of
facts and figures, because the question is, which facts and figures do
you count? Professor Stan Glantz of
UCSF frames the question as one of
ideology:
Should higher education be
treated as a public good (as envisioned in the Master Plan for
Higher Education) or should it be
viewed as a private good to be paid
for by its customers (students and
their families) and voluntary private donors?

the debate
The moral issue at stake here is
not just about higher education. The
issues being played out at the University of California are ultimately
the same moral debates being
played out on the national stage, on
health care, on the environment, on
the economy, on foreign policy, and
in just about every other area. The
questions are large. Is Democracy,
as President Obama has said, based
ultimately on empathy, on citizens
caring about one another? Yes, he
says, that is why we have principles
like freedom and fairness for all, not
just the rich and powerful – because

The unions and movement at
UC have particularly targeted
Yudof and the UC administration’s
unilateral decisions on drastic
cutbacks. While strongly opposed
to the statewide cuts in funding
for public services, activists argue
that UC’s other revenues mean
that there are alternatives to Yudof’s layoffs and program closures.
On September 24, the first day
of classes, University Professional
& Technical Employees (UPTE)
struck each UC campus and was
joined on the picket lines by members of other unions, professors
and lecturers, and students. At
least five thousand filled historic
Sproul Plaza at UC Berkeley and
then marched through downtown,

we care about our fellow citizens. many in the UC administration apThat is why government has the pear willing to go along with privatimoral missions of protection and zation, assuming it is inevitable. The
empowerment for all, equally.
attitude seems to be that if we make
But not everyone agrees, especial- enough cuts, raise tuition enough,
ly radical conservatives like Gov- and reduce the number of students,
ernor Schwarzenegger and many we can still be a great university,
Republican legislators. They ignore though a smaller private one. It is an
the fact that no one makes it on
illusion. Democracy and
his or her own – without pro- Democracy
greatness go hand-intection and empowerment by vs.
hand here. Many of our
the government. They think
greatest talents were atthey did it all themselves and plutocracy
tracted to UC because it
that everyone else should, that in the
is a great public univerno one should pay for anyone
In the process of
Golden State sity.
else – for anyone else’s health
cutting and plutocracizcare, for anyone else’s education. ing the university, that talent will
And they forget that we have all be lost and not replenished for a long
been paying for the roads they use, time. The administration should be
the energy grid they employ, the taking every step possible to avoid
educated workers they use, the Cali- privatization.
fornia wines they drink, the public
health services they depend on, the radical conservatives
courts they depend on, the research
The issues at UC cannot be conthat makes their profits rise, and sidered in a vacuum. The Governor’s
much, much more.
determination to privatize UC is
The privatization issue goes part of a larger radical conservative
well beyond public education. It is agenda, statewide as well as nationabout whether we have a democ- wide. This is ultimately about the
racy that works for the common choice we make as a society between
good, or a plutocracy that privi- democracy and plutocracy.
We have been plunged into poleges the wealthy and powerful.
Privatizing the world’s greatest litical waters. To save this univerpublic university is a giant step sity, we will have to swim in them.
Privatization is the main issue –
away from democracy.
What is especially scary is that and it will take work to stop it.
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prompting many speakers to compare the day’s events with the Free
Speech Movement in the 1960s. UC
Santa Cruz’s solid picket lines and
central labor council strike sanction turned away union drivers in
delivery vehicles and public transit,
while elsewhere building trades
workers left campus construction
sites. Throughout the day, across
the state, faculty and students organized teach-ins about how to protect the “public” in public education.

call to action
One month later, on October 24,
at a “General Assembly” at UC
Berkeley, 800 students, tenuretrack and contingent faculty, workers and community supporters
met to strategize. A couple hundred activists attended from CSU
campuses, community colleges,
and K-12 school districts. Over the
course of a very long, excruciatingly democratic day, the participants
Professional and technical staff have
came up with proposals to take
also been active in the movement.
back home.
The most important ideas were
pearing at the college president’s
to build protests a few weeks later
official residence to study – where,
to coincide with the Regents meetto avoid a confrontation, they were
ing at UCLA, where the governing
admitted to his living room.
body was to be voting on student
UC Berkeley produced another
fee increases; and call for a statehuge Sproul Plaza rally, downtown
wide “day of action” on March 4,
march, and building oc2010, across all systems of
education.
Occupations, cupations that lasted into
the weekend. UC Santa
The third week in October,
arrests
Cruz students took over
the California Faculty Assothe administration buildciation, representing full- and and police
ing and stayed for two
part-time faculty in the CSU,
brutality
nights, along with shutworked with student and
ting down large parts of the camstaff organizations to hold events
pus. UPTE struck at the Berkeley
throughout the 23-campus system.
campus, the only official job action
Students walked out at CSU San
in this round (although many lecturBernardino, marched in Pomona,
ers and professors held classes on
and occupied a library in Fresno.
the picket lines or off campus). At
Rallies featured Assembly
several campuses investigations
member Alberto Torrico, who
of police brutality followed the prospoke about his proposed higher
tests, leaving the UC administration
education funding bill, AB 656.
increasingly isolated.
If passed the bill would bring in
The California Federation of
around a billion dollars per year
Teachers (CFT) executive council
for all three levels of higher educavoted in late November to support
tion through an oil severance tax.
the March 4 call for a statewide
California is currently the only oilday of local action, lending legitiproducing state that does not tax
macy as well as resources to the
oil when it is extracted from the
student-led October 24 General
ground. The California Federation
Assembly’s proposal. The 70,000
of Teachers also supports the bill
member CFT’s leadership and
as one part of the changes needed
staff have begun outreach to other
to make California’s tax structure
unions to build a day of unity
serve the public interest.
across educational sectors and
A month later
between students and workers to
highlight the crisis in education
The mid-November protests,
funding and the need for progreswhich drew the widest national
sive tax policies to address it.
attention, began when students
Where this is going next regathered at UCLA November 16
mains fluid, but one thing is clear:
from campuses across the state,
a new generation of students is in
bused in with financial support of
the process of political radicalizathe UC union coalition (UC-AFT,
tion. In December, undeterred by
UPTE, AFSCME, UAW, and the
the Regents’ fee increase, students
independent clerical union, CUE).
There they pitched a “tent city” and continued sporadic demonstrations and occupations on CSU
turned out, over a thousand strong,
campuses as well as in the UC
at the Regents meeting the followsystem. The campus coalitions are
ing Thursday. Fourteen students
planning further actions.
were arrested, including some who
It is a tall order to build a movewere tasered, and demonstrations
ment that will be durable, that can
continued the following day.
reach out to the public, and can
UC Davis, a once-sleepy agricombine fighting cuts now with a
cultural school, topped the week’s
long-term struggle to change the
police blotter with more than
political rules that govern Califor50 arrests, some of whom were
nia. Yet we seem to be in the early
students roughed up by police.
stages of a sustained effort to do
Students there also protested the
Saturday closure of libraries by ap- just that.
Richard Mellor
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By KATHERINE SANTIAGO

In an effort to stimulate the economy, Congress and President Obama
have extended a tax credit of up to
$8,000 for first-time home buyers
through the spring.
The expanded legislation also
provides a $6,500 credit for current
homeowners who buy a new home,
if they have been in their current
residence for at least five years.
The Worker, Homeownership and
Business Assistance Act of 2009 allows for a federal tax credit – previously scheduled to expire at the end
of November – for qualified home
buyers who sign a binding contract
through April 30, 2010.
The tax credit is available for the
purchase of principal homes that cost
$800,000 or less. The annual income
cap has also been increased: single
taxpayers can earn up to $125,000,
and the limit is $225,000 for married
taxpayers filing a joint return.

assistance
Repeat homebuyers need not purchase a home that is more expensive than their current residence to
qualify for the credit. Buyers may
also rent out their current home,
as long as they make the home
purchased with the tax credit their
principal residence.
For New Yorkers who want to
buy a home, but don’t have enough
money saved for the down payment,
the city’s Department of Housing
Preservation and Development has
a HomeFirst Down Payment (HPD)
Assistance Program, which provides
qualified first-time home buyers
with up to 6% of the purchase price
toward a down payment or closing
costs for a one- to four-family home,
condominium, or cooperative within
the five boroughs. Those interested
should visit homebuyers at www.nyc.
gov/html/hpd, where they can find a
list of City-approved homebuyers’
counseling services.

resources
An article in the December 2008
Clarion that lists affordable housing resources of potential interest
to CUNY faculty and staff is available online at www.psc-cuny.org/
communications.htm. It includes online listings of application deadlines
for mixed-income affordable housing
opportunities.
One such deadline that is coming
up soon is the lottery for Atlantic
Terrace, a 10-story mixed-incoming
cooperative building in Fort Greene
being developed by a progressive
nonprofit, the Fifth Avenue Committee. Applications must be submitted
by January 6, 2010. The units cost up
to about $325,000. Forms and more
detailed information are available at
www.atlanticterraceliving.com.
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Your retirement

Act now on adjunct pensions
By ELLEN BALLEISEN
PSC Pension Counselor

a TRS pension many times over, and
not buying back your prior service is
actually a way of allowing CUNY to
I have a strong message for CUNY keep money that should be funding
adjuncts who are eligible to join your pension. CUNY will contribute
the New York City Teachers’ Re- much, much less if you don’t do your
tirement System (TRS) but have buyback, and your pension will be
not yet done so: it’s time to act! The much smaller if you don’t get credit
same message applies, in a differ- for all your service.
ent way, to adjuncts who belong to
Moreover, in Tier IV, your conTRS but have not yet bought back tributions stop once you have the
credit for any prior service, as I’ll equivalent of 10 years of full-time
explain below.
service credit. For this reaFor the first group, if you The fight
son, a buyback may mean
are already a member of a on Tier V
that you no longer have
public pension system, the
to fork over money to the
New York State constitution should be
pension system out of your
provides that your future ben- a warning. paychecks – the equivalent
efits cannot be reduced. But if
of a 3% raise. Also, the cost
you have not yet signed up, and of the buyback increases over time
benefits are diminished for future because you must pay interest on
members, you have no such protec- the money you owe. So it’s a good
tion – even if you have worked for idea to pay for your prior service
CUNY for many years.
as soon as possible. The longer you
wait, the higher the bill will be.
spared, this time
Buybacks cost 3% of total earnHeavy lobbying by PSC activ- ings from the time you started at
ists helped CUNY employees to CUNY until you actually pay for
escape inclusion in the newly cre- that service. The amount you will
ated Tier V (see page 3). Thus, any be required to pay includes 5% inCUNY adjunct who joins TRS now terest compounded annually. As
will still be in Tier IV, which re- someone who has counseled hunquires employees to make pension dred of adjuncts, I can tell you it’s
contributions of 3% for 10 years. an investment well worth making.
In contrast, as of this January 1,
new members of TRS who are em- WHAT’S REQUIRED
ployed by the New York City public
The first step in taking care of a
schools must now contribute 4.85% buyback is getting a record of serof gross pay to their TRS pensions vice from your campus human reuntil they have 27 years of service sources office. This record should
credit, and 1.85% of gross pay after include the number of hours you
they reach the 27-year mark.
worked each term, your hourly pay ity (TDA), which allows you to put
This should stand as a warning rate each term, your title each term money away through payroll deto all eligible CUNY adjuncts to and the dates of each term. It must ductions while lowering your taxes
join TRS as soon as possible. The be on official school letterhead and substantially at the same time.
All TRS members have three
PSC dodged a bullet this time – but must be signed by someone in the
right-wing think tanks and Mayor HR office. If you’ve worked at more options for TDAs: you can have
Bloomberg are big fans of Tier V, than one campus, you will need to one through TRS itself, or you can
and will probably attempt to ex- request records separately from open one through TIAA-CREF or
pand the new tier to CUNY em- the HR offices of each of the cam- HRC. Money in any of these accounts can be rolled over to pay
ployees in the future. By joining puses where you have worked.
for a TRS buyback.
now, if you have not already done
You can also get TRS credit
Enrollment in a TDA with
so, you can protect your benefits for any work for which you You can
TRS can be done online. Go
against future attacks. So please were paid by New York City or
go to your campus human re- New York State that took place buy back to the TRS website at www.
trs.nyc.ny.us and click on
sources office immediately to get before the date you joined TRS. your
Account Statements. If you
the forms you need.
This includes work in public past
have never used this feature
CUNY adjuncts are generally schools, in SUNY colleges and
of the website before, you
eligible to join TRS in their first in NYC or NYS agencies out- service.
will need to register. Once
semester of employment as long side of teaching. If you have
as they are appointed for at least prior service outside of CUNY, you you are registered, log in, and then
45 hours. (There are two excep- should contact me (at eballeisen@ click on TDA Enrollment. Or, if you
tions: adjuncts already receiving pscmail.org, or 212-354-1252) for want to enroll in a TDA with TIAApayments from a New York City or information about getting your ser- CREF or HRC, you can get the forms
from your campus human resources
State pension plan, and adjuncts vice records.
already enrolled in a NYC pension
TRS allows CUNY employees office.
When you are ready to pay for
plan other than TRS.)
at community colleges to pay for
their buybacks in installments your buyback the PSC can help
BUYBACKS
over several years. Unfortunately make the process go much faster.
Adjuncts who are already TRS this is not an option for those at As soon as you have all the service
members but who haven’t pur- senior colleges because senior records you need and the money to
chased credit for employment in college employees are on the New pay for your prior service, contact
New York public agencies per- York State payroll, and TRS com- me (at eballeisen@pscmail.org, or
formed before they joined, should puters are not set up to deal with 212-354-1252) so that I can help you
get a bill from TRS. (The one excepcontact me as soon as possible to the State payroll.
One good way to save for a buy- tion is for adjuncts who are also fulldiscuss getting pension credit for
back – regardless of whether you time employees of the New York City
this public service.
Here’s why this is so important: are at a 2-year or 4-year school public schools; those in this category
buybacks can increase the value of – is through a tax-deferred annu- will need to contact their primary

Gregory Nemec

Tax credit
extension
helps home
purchase

your benefits

union, the UFT or the CSA, or TRS
directly.)
When someone at TRS calculates the exact amount of your buyback, he or she will also calculate
what is called a service deficit. This
is money you owe for service rendered after you officially became a
TRS member. Usually there is a gap
of several weeks between the date
TRS membership begins and the
date that the first TRS payroll deduction occurs. Adjuncts who work
on two campuses, but have only
had payroll deductions on one campus, will also have a service deficit
because they did not contribute on
their second campus.

lump sum
Service deficits cannot be paid for
with TDA rollovers. You will need to
pay by check, as a lump sum.
Once you have initiated the buyback process and TRS has calculated the cost of your prior service and
your service deficit, TRS will mail
you a bill along with paperwork
that needs to be notarized. You will
need to proceed with this and complete the rest of the steps promptly
– as failure to pay by the date TRS
gives you will result in a recalculation of the amount due based on additional interest charges. Contact
me (at eballeisen@pscmail.org,
or 212-354-1252) so I can walk you
through what you need to do.

your benefits
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Union catches bank’s $187m mistake
Imagine that you’re a retiree with a
regular pension that is electronically deposited into your bank account
every month just like clockwork.
You pay all your bills a few days after your pension deposit is posted.
It’s one of modern life’s basic routines, and you’d never expect it to
end up in the newspapers and on
television. You’d also never expect
the bank to put a regular direct deposit into your bank account – and
then take it back.
But that’s exactly what happened
on November 6 to retirees in the
New York City Teachers’ Retirement System (TRS), which provides
pensions to teachers and administrators at the New York City Department of Education, as well as many
CUNY faculty and staff.
Retirees who get direct-deposit
payments from TRS received their
regular monthly pension amounts
for October 2009 on Monday, November 2. But on Friday, November 6, Bank of New York Mellon,
which is the transfer agent for
TRS direct deposits, made a colossal error: it mistakenly reversed
every direct deposit for TRS October pension payments. According
to the New York Times, it was a
$187 million mistake.

frustration
Anthea Tillyer, an adjunct who
retired in February 2008, received
an e-mail from her bank early in
the morning on November 6 that her
bank balance had fallen below a certain level. She logged onto her bank’s
website to check her account and
saw the notation “TRS reversal.”
“I got furious,” said Tillyer, who
did not start receiving full pension
checks until she had been retired for
18 months. “I knew immediately that
it was a mistake because it exactly
coincided with the amount they had
deposited a few days earlier. I knew
that I would get the money back
eventually, but the thought of haggling with TRS again was too depressing for words.”
As tens of thousands of retirees
had experiences similar to Tillyer’s
on the morning of November 6, the
phones started ringing off the hook
at all three unions that represent
TRS members – the PSC, the UFT,
which represents public school
teachers, and the CSA, which represents public school administrators.

accountability
PSC President Barbara Bowen
immediately contacted top administrators at TRS and in City
government, as did the presidents
of the UFT and CSA, and it quickly
became clear that the root of the
problem was a processing error
by Bank of New York Mellon. The
unions, the mayor’s office and the
comptroller’s office all demanded
that the bank fix the problem immediately and that retirees be
made whole for any overdraft fees
or other penalties.

Retirees’ funds are returned

Gregory Nemec

By ELLEN BALLEISEN

After BNY Mellon management
was made aware of the problem, the
bank got to work on re-depositing
the money that had been mistakenly withdrawn. About 70% of deposits
were reportedly restored and available over the weekend, and by 9:00
am on Monday, November 9, all re-

tirees had their money back. In one
measure of the error’s widespread
impact, the bank said that nearly 5%
of TRS retirees had called about the
problem by Sunday night.
“BNY Mellon will fully reimburse participants for any costs
incurred as a result of this error,”

said a company statement on No- reverse 92 payments that had been
vember 13, which also apologized made incorrectly. Instead, according
to retirees, their unions and TRS to a BNY Mellon report, the bank “acfor the mistake. The bank also cidentally reversed the entire batch”
promised it would act to resolve of TRS pension payments. Employee
any credit rating problems caused and City representatives said it was
by the withdrawal of funds. (If you unacceptable that the bank could
are still owed reimbursemove $187 million without
ment of fees or have another Unacceptable “alarm bells going off,”
continuing problem due to delay in
and BNY acknowledged
BNY Mellon’s error, contact response
that it needed much tighter
the bank at 800-242-9100.)
control and accountability
BNY Mellon has held the contract over such transaction reversals. As
to serve as “master custodian” for an immediate response, BNY Mellon
TRS accounts since 2002.
said, it now requires three manage“This is our members’ money,” rial reviews before such reversals
PSC President Barbara Bowen told are put into effect.
Clarion. “There is no excuse for a
TRS officials noted that when
Wall Street bank to allow thou- they first contacted the bank about
sands of people to be denied access the problem, there was an unacto their own funds.” The PSC and ceptable delay before they were put
other affected unions demanded an in touch with a BNY employee who
investigation, and new procedures could start working to resolve it.
to ensure that the problem could In response, bank officials agreed
not recur.
to give TRS an emergency phone
number that connects directly to a
new safeguards
staff member 24/7. The bank said it
In a meeting with union, TRS and will review whether other systemic
City officials on November 19, BNY changes are needed, and promised
Mellon traced the error to Thursday to keep the member help line open
night (11/5), when it was supposed to as long as TRS wants.

PROFESSIONAL STAFF CONGRESS/CUNY

NOTICE OF NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS – SPRING 2010
Chapter Officers, Delegates and Alternates to the PSC Delegate
Assembly and PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund Advisory Council

good standing of the appropriate chapter for at least one
(1) year prior to the close of nominations, March 8, 2010.

Term of Office: 3 Years

Voting Eligibility: Members shall be permitted to participate in the nomination process and to vote who have been
members in good standing of the appropriate chapter for
at least four (4) months prior to the mailing of the ballots
on April 5, 2010 (i.e., they must have been a member as of
December 4, 2009).

ELECTION SCHEDULE
1. N
 ominating petitions will be available upon request
from chapter chairpersons or the PSC office from February 1, 2010 to March 8, 2010.
2. P
 roperly completed nominating petitions must be received at the PSC office, 61 Broadway – Ste. 1500, New
York, N.Y. 10006, by 5:00 pm, March 8, 2010.
3. B
 allots will be mailed to members’ home addresses on
April 5, 2010.
4. B
 allots in uncontested elections must be received at the
PSC office by 5:00 pm on April 29, 2010.
6. B
 allots in contested elections must be received at
the office of the designated ballot-counting organization by 5:00 pm on April 29, 2010.
7. Ballots will be counted at 10:00 am on April 30, 2010.

OFFICERS TO BE ELECTED
In each of the Chapters listed below, voters will elect the
Chapter Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Secretary, four
Officers-at-Large, Delegates to the Delegate Assembly (in
addition to the Chapter Chairperson, who shall automatically be the initial delegate to the Delegate Assembly)
and Alternates to the Delegate Assembly according to
the following listing:

				
Petition
				
Signatures
Chapter	Members	Delegates	Alternates	Required
Bronx EOC
14
Chair
1
4
Brooklyn EOC
29
Chair
1
7
College of S.I.
633
Chair + 5
4
25
Hunter Campus Schools
98
Chair
1
25
HEOs
2161
Chair + 21
8
25
Kingsborough
669
Chair + 6
5
25
Lehman College
541
Chair + 4
4
25
Manhattan CC
858
Chair + 8
5
25
Manhattan EOC
48
Chair
1
12
Medgar Evers
282
Chair + 2
3
25
NYC Tech
825
Chair + 7
5
25
Queens EOC
11
Chair
1
3
Queensborough CC
674
Chair + 6
5
25
Registrars
6
Chair
1
2
Research Foundation
82
Chair
1
21
Retirees
2460
Chair + 5
4
25

Relevant portions of the ELECTION RULES are summarized
below. The complete rules may be obtained from Barbara
Gabriel at the PSC office, or viewed on the PSC website.
Eligibility for Holding Office: Members shall be permitted to hold chapter-level office who have been members in

Nominating Procedures: Nominations of an individual
or of a slate must be by official nominating petition signed
by no fewer than twenty-five (25) members of the chapter
in good standing, or by no fewer than twenty-five percent
(25%) of the members of the chapter in good standing,
whichever is less. For all candidates, petitions shall include: (a) the printed name, signature, department and
college of each petitioner; and (b) the printed name, signature, department and college of the nominee, as well as
the office being sought by the nominee. For chapter elections, members may only sign nominating petitions of the
chapter to which they belong. A candidate’s signature
on a slate petition shall constitute that candidate’s acceptance of the slate designation.
Slate Regulations: A slate of candidates will be recognized if it consists of candidates for twenty-five percent
(25%) or more of the officers to be elected, and if it submits, prior to the close of nominations: (a) a listing of
caucus officers, including the person designated to authorize nominees for that slate; and (b) the names of the
members of the caucus’s Committee on Vacancies, which,
unless otherwise designated, shall be the caucus nominating committee authorized to replace any candidate on
the slate whose name is withdrawn no later than seven
days prior to the mailing of the ballots.
Balloting: All voting must be on the official PSC ballot.
Write-in votes are permitted. A write-in vote shall be valid
if the intent of the voter is clear; written, printed and typed
names are acceptable. A write-in candidate must meet the
same eligibility requirements as a regular candidate. In
chapter elections, any nominated or write-in candidate must
receive at least ten votes or ten percent of the votes cast for
that office, whichever is less, in order to be elected. Write-in
candidates who are elected must submit written acceptance
of office to the Elections Committee within ten calendar
days of notification that their election has been certified.
Campaigning: Declared candidates may mail literature
at their own expense, either directly or through the PSC
mailing house (Century Direct, 30-00 47th Avenue, Long
Island City, NY 11101). At the request of the candidate

and at cost, the PSC will provide Century Direct with
home-addressed electronic download of the membership,
or will provide candidates with college-addressed list, labels and/or electronic download of the membership. Candidates must notify the PSC five business days in advance
of the mailing to allow sufficient time for the ordering of
labels. Please see Barbara Gabriel at the PSC for further
information, and to file the required forms.
Election Tally: Each candidate, or a representative of the
candidate, is entitled to be present at the counting of the
ballots.

PSC-CUNY WELFARE FUND ADVISORY COUNCIL
At each of the colleges listed below, voters will elect the designated number of members of the PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund
Advisory Council, in accordance with the above schedule
and rules and the by-laws of the PSC/CUNY Welfare Fund:

Colleges
Bronx EOC
Brooklyn EOC
College of S.I.
Hunter Campus Schools
Kingsborough
Lehman College
Manhattan CC
Manhattan EOC
Medgar Evers
NYC Tech
Queens EOC
Queensborough
Retirees

Council Members
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

Voting Eligibility: All members in good standing of the
PSC at the above colleges, who have been members in
good standing for at least four (4) months, including Higher Education Officers, Registrars and College Laboratory
Technicians, as well as faculty, will elect the PSC-CUNY
Welfare Fund Advisory Council members running at their
respective colleges.
Eligibility for Holding Office: PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund
Advisory Council members must be CUNY instructional
staff members who have been members in good standing
of the PSC for two (2) years prior to the close of nominations, March 8, 2010.
Nominations: Advisory Council members shall be nominated by written petition signed by no fewer than twentyfive (25) or twenty-five percent (25%) whichever is less of the
CUNY instructional staff members at each unit who are also
PSC members. Slate nominations will be permitted.
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PSC-CUNY Research Award reflections
Small grants have big payoff

By JOHN TARLETON

PSC-CUNY Research Awards, made
possible through funds negotiated by
the union, have supported the work
of CUNY faculty since 1970. As the
program approaches its fifth decade,
seven faculty members talked with
Clarion about the role the PSC-CUNY
Award program has played in their
careers, and how it should evolve in
the future, as well as possible changes
to the program now being discussed
at CUNY.

the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable
Trust. “When people see you have
a CD out, they are willing to fund
you for another one,” she noted.
Cory says she is sympathetic to
calls that the average size of the
PSC-CUNY grants be increased, but
says it would be a mistake to achieve
that by restricting their number. “If
you did fewer, bigger grants, it would
be really hard on the junior faculty
because they don’t have big profiles
yet,” she said.
The support that PSC-CUNY
awards provide for creative work
and scholarship also benefits CUNY
students, Cory said: “I think the students gain, because their professor
is doing original work in the field.”

Richard Alfano
Distinguished Professor of Physics
City College
Richard Alfano has won numerous PSC-CUNY awards since 1972.
While the PSC-CUNY dollars
amount to a small fraction of the
$63 million in grants Alfano has
secured throughout his career,
they have helped him jump-start a
number of projects that eventually
yielded much bigger results.
“It allowed me to get preliminary
data. A young guy gets preliminary
data and he gets more money,” said
Alfano, a pioneer in the development of laser technologies. PSCCUNY grants were originally
known as “FRAPs” (for “Faculty
Research Award Program”), and
Alfano and others with a long history with the program often still
use that name today.
Alfano thinks that the size of the
average PSC-CUNY award ($3,000)
has grown too small for researchers
in the natural sciences, for whom he
says $10,000 would be a better figure.
He suggests focusing the awards on
junior faculty or faculty looking to
shift directions in their research,
and says that CUNY central administration should double the current
pool of money to $7 million.
“They [80th Street] have the
money. Don’t tell me they don’t
have it squirreled away,” Alfano
said. “If you give away some money
and you get a 15-1 return, that’s a
really good thing. Where else can
you get a return on investment like
that? You put seeds in the earth,
they grow. It’s the same thing.”

Shaneen Singh
Associate Professor of Biology
Brooklyn College
“It was more like an idea in my
mind,” Shaneen Singh said of the
biology research project for which
she received a PSC-CUNY grant
for in 2007. That work enabled her
to develop her investigation into
the workings of MyTH4, a domain
found within a number of protein
sequences, and she now has a good
shot at external funding from the
National Science Foundation or National Institutes of Health.
Mutations in MyTH4 are linked
to deafness in humans and mice
including Usher Syndrome 1B, the
most common form of hereditary

deaf-blindness in human children.
Singh, who does computational
analysis, used her PSC-CUNY
award to purchase peripheral devices and essential software. Singh
gained tenure this fall and is looking to expand her study of MyTH4
for years to come.
“It contributed to my scholarship,”
she said of the award. “It’s very
helpful to have this kind of internal
support.” According to Singh, PSCCUNY grants play a valuable role in
helping junior faculty launch productive research careers. “You need the
extra help to kick off the projects you
are starting,” she told Clarion.

Richard McCoy
Professor of English Literature
Queens College
Richard McCoy was an assistant
professor of English at Queens
College in 1982 when he received
a PSC-CUNY grant that allowed
him to spend the summer conducting research at the College of Arms
and Heralds in London.
“It was a huge support for a
youngster,” McCoy told Clarion.
His research that summer
turned up new information on the
political rebirth of Sir Robert Dudley, a perennial favorite of Queen
Elizabeth I who was nearly executed during the political turmoil
that preceded her rise to power in
1558. With the help of well-known
Cambridge professor, Sir Geoffrey

Professor of Music
Kingsborough Community College
PSC-CUNY awards have been music
to Eleanor Cory’s ears throughout
her 18-year tenure at Kingsborough
Community College. Cory, a composer, received her first couple of 14
PSC-CUNY grants in 1993 and 1995.
The funds helped her record her debut CD, Images, which was released
in 1996. She won tenure the following year, and has released two more
albums since (Of Mere Being, 2002
and Chasing Time, 2008). Cory has
used the money from her grants to
help pay for a recording engineer,
musicians and studio rental.
Garnering increasing acclaim
with each new release, Cory has
also won grants and awards from
the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, the Alice M. Ditson Fund and

Dave Sanders

Eleanor Cory

CCNY physics professors Richard Alfano and Carlos Meriles have both been
recipients of PSC-CUNY Research Awards.

Elton, McCoy published an article PSC-CUNY grants have played in
(“From the Tower to the Tiltyard: their careers. For Barry ZimmerRobert Dudley’s Return to Glory”) man, a grant gave critical support
in The Historical Journal in 1984. when he desired to change direcThis research also laid the founda- tion in mid-career.
tion for the first of McCoy’s books,
By the mid-1980s, Zimmerman
The Rites of Knighthood: The Lit- was already a full professor in eduerature and Politics of Elizabethan cational psychology. But he wanted
Chivalry. He has gone on to write to shift the emphasis of his research
two more books and to become an to look more closely at students’ selfimportant scholar of Renaissance regulating behaviors, and the debate
English culture.
about educational achievement at
“That kind of travel enabled me to that time focused on purported difpursue a vein of research that
ferences in natural student
I otherwise would have been Researchers ability. A PSC-CUNY award
unable to do and to develop
funds to hire a resay awards provided
my career,” McCoy said.
searcher to help him track
McCoy said that apply- provide
the academic performance
ing for PSC-CUNY research career boost of a group of sophomores at
awards also helped him masa Yonkers high school.
ter the grant-writing process. In his
The study found that advanced
subsequent career he has won many students consistently showed a
other awards, including two fellow- much higher degree of self-regulaships from the National Endowment tion in 13 of 14 strategy areas than
for the Humanities as well as fellow- their less successful peers. “The
ships from the Guggenheim Foun- problem is a lack of realism about
dation and the American Council of one’s level of functioning,” ZimmerLearned Societies.
man explained. “Overestimation
PSC-CUNY grants are able to play leads to inadequate preparation.”
a key role in faculty careers, McCoy
Zimmerman has since won nusaid, in part because decisions on merous external grants and has
awards are made by experts in the now authored or edited eight books
same field. “Peer review is widely on the subject. From 2006-2008 he
regarded as the most legitimate pro- used funding from the Institute
cess for allocating resources at the for Educational Sciences to study
national level,” noted McCoy. “PSC- students at City Tech who had
CUNY grants do the same.”
weaknesses in self-regulation.
“I’m interested in proactive qualities that enable people to beat the
Paul Marchese
odds,” Zimmerman said.
Associate Professor of Physics &
Assistant Dean for Academic Operations
Queensborough Community College
Marilyn Hacker
Paul Marchese used PSC-CUNY fund- Professor of English
ing that he won in 2002 for released City College
time and to buy a software program Marilyn Hacker’s many honors into measure data for his study of wave clude a National Book Award and
motion on the ocean’s surface.
being named a Chancellor of the
Beyond giving him a leg up with American Academy of American
his research work as a junior faculty Poets. But grants for poets are
member, he said the process of win- scarce, whether they be famous or
ning a PSC-CUNY award helped him obscure, so when Hacker received
in another way: “It was good prac- a small PSC-CUNY grant in 2001 it
tice to help get me started on grant made an important difference.
writing,” Marchese told Clarion.
The funds helped cover HackEvidently practice makes perfect: to er’s living expenses while she
date, Marchese’s work has secured took a semester’s unpaid leave to
$2.5 million in external grants.
pursue several projects including
He is currently co-investigator the completion of a book of her
on a $724,000 grant from the Na- poems (Desesperanto, W.W. Nortional Science Foundation’s Ad- ton, 2003), and translations of two
vanced Technological Education Francophone writers whose works
(ATE) program, which supports were later picked up by Englishthe work of Queensborough’s Tech- language publishers.
nology Academy in offering sum“Even if the amounts are small,
mer immersion programs, special they are extremely important,”
academic advisement, and other in- Hacker said of the PSC-CUNY
novative approaches to supporting awards. “At CCNY, at least, there is
community college students study- not only a dearth of grants for the
ing science and engineering.
humanities, but a dearth of support
For the PSC-CUNY grants to get of every kind,” she told Clarion.
the most value from their limited “Acknowledging the creative and
funds, Marchese said, it matters who scholarly work that faculty actually
evaluates award applications: “It re- do makes a difference much more
ally should be done by people who than commensurate with the actual
are knowledgeable in the field.”
financial reward!”
The peer review-based decisions
on PSC-CUNY awards mean that
Barry Zimmerman
“personalities and favoritism are
Distinguished Professor of
kept to a minimum,” Hacker said. “I
Educational Psychology
CUNY Graduate Center
can’t imagine that the same experNew faculty are not the only aca- tise would be provided by a comdemics who appreciate the role that mittee of administrators.”
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academic freedom

AAUP fights for faculty
By LENORE BEAKY
LaGuardia Community College

adjunct rights
The AAUP has undertaken a campaign
on several fronts to “end ‘at-whim’ employment for contingent faculty,” and extend
rights currently embedded in tenure to adjunct and full-time non-tenure-track faculty.
AAUP-recommended policy for all colleges
and universities now states that terms and
conditions of all part-time faculty should
be spelled out in writing, that due process
rights must be provided to such faculty who
are terminated or non-reappointed, and
that additional procedural rights including
notice and reviews must be provided in the
case of part-time faculty who have served
for three or seven years. (See Recommended Institutional Regulation 13 on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, for Part-Time Faculty
Appointments, tinyurl.com/aaup-r13.)
Since this framework was adopted in 2006,
three institutions have been censured by the
AAUP for their treatment of contingent faculty: North Idaho College, a community college, for terminating a 13-semester adjunct
faculty member without due process; Nichols
State University, for its arbitrary dismissal
of a non-tenure-track faculty member with 12
years of service; and the University of New
Haven (UNH) for its treatment of a sevenyear non-tenure-track faculty member.

Michael Ferguson, AAUP

T

he image was startling: Cary
Nelson, newly-elected president of the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), sitting in the street
next to outgoing AAUP president Jane
Buck, in an April 2006 protest against
NYU’s refusal to negotiate with its striking graduate student employees. Along
with 55 others, Nelson and Buck were arrested in this act of civil disobedience.
A new era at the AAUP had arrived.
The AAUP was founded in 1915 to defend
academic freedom, and that is still the fight
for which it’s best known today. But in recent years US universities have changed
dramatically, & AAUP’s work has changed
in response. With universities increasingly
organized along more corporate lines, and
so many faculty today not on the tenure
track, AAUP is organizing in new ways to
protect academic freedom and the ability of
faculty to do our work.
The PSC is AAUP’s CUNY chapter. As we
struggle with these changes at our own university, it is useful to know how the AAUP
is tackling them on a national scale. New
initiatives by today’s AAUP include:
● Defending the academic freedom and
right to due process of contingent faculty,
who are now a majority of the academic
workforce.
● Resisting corporatization of the university by taking action in defense of shared
governance.
● Protecting the legal rights of faculty to
speak freely about university policy, without
which shared governance cannot function.
● Bringing faculty voices to the national
discussion on the role of community colleges, with a special issue of the AAUP magazine, Academe, to be published this spring.
● An increased emphasis on bargaining collectively, both on its own behalf and through
joint efforts with the American Federation
of Teachers (AFT).

New AAUP General Secretary Gary Rhoades.
The University of New Haven was censured in 2008 for similar treatment of an
adjunct faculty member. In this case, the
AAUP’s action led to progress: its censure
of UNH was removed in 2009 after the institution adopted procedures providing
protection for seven-year part-time faculty,
consistent with best practices as recommended by AAUP.
The AAUP has also published a report on
“Conversion of Appointments to the Tenure Track” (Fall 2009), urging that “the best
practice for institutions of all types is to
convert the status of faculty serving contingently to eligible for tenure with only minor
changes in job description.” An appendix to
the report describes a variety of institutional approaches to conversion.
The corporatization of the American university has meant a wide range of measures
designed to centralize authority with top administrators – and this has put shared governance and faculty free speech under threat.
Recently the AAUP undertook a national
campaign in response to the Supreme Court
case of Garcetti v. Ceballos (2006) and subsequent lower court rulings that could threaten
the ability of faculty to speak critically of
their institutions without reprisals, or even to
participate freely in institutional governance.
Garcetti v. Ceballos was not itself an academic freedom case; rather, what was at
stake was the First Amendment right of a
Los Angeles deputy district attorney to criticize his superiors. Narrowing that right, the
Court ruled that when persons speak “pur-

suant to their official duties, the employees
are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes, and the Constitution does not
insulate their communications from employer discipline.”
Although Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion expressed the desire to exempt academic
speech, and Justice Souter warned forcefully against entangling the speech of faculty
members in such restrictions, subsequent
courts have displayed no such reticence. In
Hong v. Grant (2007) a district judge, citing
Garcetti, ruled that the University of California “is entitled to unfettered discretion when
it restricts statements an employee makes
on the job and according to his professional
responsibilities.” (Hong had attacked the university’s excessive reliance on adjunct labor.)
Hong is currently on appeal, and the AAUP
has submitted an amicus curiae brief.
The AAUP’s 1915 and 1940 statements on
academic freedom base their claims to academic freedom on the necessary conditions
for faculty to carry out their professional responsibilities of teaching and research, and
to communicate with the public as citizens.
The AAUP has noted that some interpretations of Garcetti would have a particularly
perverse effect: the more a faculty member’s
speech is based on disciplinary expertise or
a role in faculty governance, the less likely
that this speech would be protected.

shared governance
The organization’s response to Garcetti
has not been limited to the courtroom: the
AAUP website provides an action toolkit to
help faculty members take grassroots action. Under the headline, “Speak Up, Speak
Out,” the website provides links to YouTube
videos, opinion pieces, the AAUP’s own report on the case, and other tools.
The AAUP’s investigations of academic
freedom violations, carried out by its “Committee A,” are the actions for which it is
most widely recognized. Less well known is
the AAUP’s “Committee T,” which was responsible for examining institutional violations of shared governance. (Committee T is
now the Committee on College and University Governance, on which I sit as a member.)
The November-December issue of the
AAUP magazine, Academe, is focused on
governance, and includes a report from the
committee on governance violations in the
case of Antioch University. The committee will also sponsor a half-day workshop
on shared governance, to be held in conjunction with the regional meeting of the
AAUP’s Collective Bargaining Congress at
Yale University on January 16, which will
also feature a panel on “Unions and Faculty
Governance: Problems and Possibilities.”

Resisting the corporate university
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As we know at CUNY, shared governance is a valued but endangered practice.
“Shared governance investigations are often much more complex than investigations
of individual academic freedom violations...
but they are also an increasing feature
of the academic landscape,” AAUP President Cary Nelson wrote this month in the
Chronicle of Higher Education. “Violations
of shared-governance principles are putting
the faculty’s responsibility for hiring and
curriculum development at risk.”

community college
Governance, curriculum and faculty rights
are all key issues in the discussion of CUNY’s proposed seventh community college,
which is discussed in an article I have contributed to the forthcoming May-June issue
of Academe – AAUP’s first special issue on
community colleges. The special issue will
also feature reports on the corporatization of
community college curricula, the history of
community colleges, community college faculty governance, undocumented immigrants,
a review of the literature on community
colleges and more. The role of community
colleges is receiving increased national attention, but much of that discussion has been
somewhat narrow. The discussion in Academe, and at the PSC’s spring conference on
community college education, will help give
voice to the real experience of faculty members as that discussion proceeds.
As US higher education has moved toward more corporate forms of organization,
faculty have shown increased interest in
unionization. Collective-bargaining membership forms an increasing proportion of
overall AAUP membership, and the AAUP
and American Federation of Teachers have
begun jointly organizing with campaigns at
the University of Oregon and Oregon State.
The AAUP on its own has just successfully
organized the medical faculty at the University of Connecticut Health Center, the first
time that faculty at a freestanding medical
school have voted to join a union.
The AAUP’s new general secretary, Gary
Rhoades is an appropriate leader for these
new challenges. An expert on the changing
structure of US higher education, Rhoades
is regarded as one of most insightful analysts of the effort to remake university administration along business lines. His book
co-authored with Sheila Slaughter, Academic Capitalism and the New Economy: Markets, State, and Higher Education, raises
important questions about the purposes and
direction of US colleges and universities,
and in 2008 Rhoades spoke at the PSC union
hall about what this means for CUNY. He returns to speak at the PSC on February 8 (see
page 2 for details).
The PSC pays for 1,000 AAUP memberships annually, for groups of members such
as those who hold unionwide or chapter
office. There are many opportunities for
PSC members to take part in the work of the
AAUP – if you are interested, you can contact me at lbeaky@hotmail.com.
Lenore Beaky is a member of the AAUP National Council and its Executive Committee.
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PSC goes to the theater Feb. 7
The legendary Working Theater
Company is marking its 25th
anniversary with 25 weeks of
performances and readings
beginning in January. Take 10
minutes to read all about it at
www.psc-cuny.org/WT, and
decide if you’d like to join a
special PSC theater party – a
performance and discussion
of “Mine Eyes Have Seen the

Glory,” about the life and times
of Frederick Douglass, performed
by Tony-nominated actor André
De Shields, on Saturday, February
7 at 3 pm. Tickets are $20 (discounted from $25) and can be
purchased by sending a check
(payable to The Working Theater)
to: Marcia Newfield or Steve
Leberstein, c/o PSC, 61 Broadway,
15th floor, NY, NY 10006.
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Turning up the heat at BCC
By JOHN TARLETON

‘Hall of Shame’ shocks campus

While Bronx Community College
political science professor James
Freeman was interviewing a pair of
prospective adjuncts, they became
alarmed when a mouse scampered
across his office floor. For Freeman,
who recently experienced a squirrel
infestation that left a mess on his
desk and his computer keyboard, a
rodent sighting was not so unusual.
Faculty, staff and students at
BCC’s aging University Heights
campus deal with health and
safety issues on a daily basis: poor
air quality due to uncleaned air
ducts; extremely hot or cold classroom temperatures; a lack of clean
drinking water; poorly maintained
bathrooms; ceiling tiles missing or
falling apart; a fenced-off sinkhole
in the first four lanes of the school’s
running track and more.

On November 24, the campus
PSC chapter organized a one-day
“Hall of Shame” exhibit in the lobby
of Meister Hall to highlight these
festering problems and pressure
the campus administration to take
action wherever possible. The exhibit featured six-foot-high display
boards covered front and back with
photos and vivid descriptions supplied by faculty and students.
More than 1,000 people visited
the exhibit, according to BCC Chapter Chair Nikki McDaniel. Visitors
pointed knowingly at the displays
when they saw problems they recognized – but seeing so many of the
campus’s problems represented in
one place left many surprised.
“I thought only Meister was bad,
but it turns out a lot of the other
problems were worse,” said Associate Professor of Biology Shylaja
Akkaraju.
Akkaraju said her greatest frustration was with the lack of bathroom supplies. “We are increasing
the number of students but we have
the same number of bathrooms,”
she said. “We have to check them
more than once a day.”

Pat Arnow

festering problems

BCC student Aisha Pearson points out a ceiling that leaks onto students when it
rains in the chemistry department’s tutoring room in Meister Hall.
BCC students agreed that the exhibit got them to take a fresh look
at campus problems. “It’s hard to
study in cold classrooms and wash
your hands in cold water. Some of
the women’s bathrooms are without
stalls,” said Aisha Pearson, a sophomore who plans to graduate with
an associate degree in psychology
next Spring. But “it becomes normal,” she told Clarion. “You see it
every day and think it’s normal and
that it’s never going to change.”
Fernando Ortiz, a CLIP student
who emigrated from the Dominican

Republic last year, said he was surprised to find such conditions at a
college in a developed country like
the United States. “This is the same
as the Dominican Republic,” Ortiz
said. “I think it’s discrimination. Poor
goes to poor. Rich goes to rich.”

student concerns
Crumbling ceilings are a common problem at BCC, and Jennifer
Goldson, an education major, expressed concern about what could
happen if one of her instructors
was hit by falling debris. “If one of

“hardworking and conscientious,”
it has seen its workforce reduced
even while BCC’s enrollment
surged in the past decade.
One veteran faculty member told
Clarion that over the years he had
seen BCC’s troubles made worse by
high turnover in managers, poor
supervision of contractors and a
lack of long-range planning.
At the November 24 exhibit, hundreds of people signed a pair of
petitions. The first called on BCC
President Carolyn Williams to address problems that could be fixed
immediately, while the second
urged Bronx elected officials to
support more funding for CUNY.

my professors is knocked out,” she
said, “they might have to shut down
the section.”
Jason Wright, who transferred
from John Jay to BCC this semester, said he always brings his own
drinking water to school. Wright
said the physical conditions at
BCC don’t live up to the quality
of its education: “People make assumptions that if buildings look
like this, the education must not
be any good either,” he said. “And management reaction
that’s not true.”
The PSC chapter representatives
McDaniel, an associate professor met with management on Dec. 4 to
of biology, said winter was the most discuss health and safety issues.
challenging time of year at BCC. President Williams was joined
“It’s really hard teaching a freez- by seven other campus officials,
ing cold class that is bundled up and McDaniel said administrators
and shivering as they take notes, were much more responsive to the
while I am so cold I can barely hold union’s concerns than before the
a piece of chalk between my fin- “Hall of Shame” event. Union activgers,” she said.
ists pushed for the administration
The idyllic 50-acre campus was to make fixes by the beginning of
opened by NYU in 1894
the Spring semester,
and sold to CUNY in “It’s discrimination. that would not cost
1973 when it became Poor goes to poor.”
a lot of money such
home to BCC. It is also
as adding doors to
home to the “Hall of Fame for Great open toilet stalls, fixing large holes
Americans,” an open-air colonnade in two classrooms in Meister Hall,
with bronze busts of 98 notables and fixing the outdoor lighting in
from early US history (and the in- various parts of the campus where
spiration for the title of the union’s people walk to their cars at night.
“Hall of Shame” exhibit).
Management said they would get
Union activists say BCC faces back to the union as soon as possithe twin challenge of modernizing ble. McDaniel said the BCC chapter
its aging campus while prioritizing will hold a day-long retreat in Januday-to-day concerns. Construction ary to discuss continuing the camis underway at BCC on a number paign next semester. While getting
of projects, including a new library the BCC administration to pay atand instructional building, and a tention to long-overlooked problems
new childcare center.
is important, McDaniel says that the
“There’s a certain irony in larger battle is to win greater State
watching a fabulous new building and City support for CUNY and its
going up when there are so many six community colleges.
other problems to be fixed, which
“In addition to bringing these
can lead to frustration in the BCC conditions to the attention of the
community,” said Anne Larsen, a college administration, we will
librarian. She noted that construc- be doing the same with the Bronx
tion at BCC also included overhauls borough leadership, City Council,
of the heating and ventilation sys- and State legislators,” McDaniel
tems in Meister and Colston Halls. told Clarion. “The extreme under“But it’s much harder to find money funding of CUNY – and especially
for those kinds of projects,” said CUNY’s community colleges – can’t
Larsen.
continue. We need enough funding
Freeman emphasized that while so we can fix all the problems at
the maintenance crew at BCC is BCC, not just a select few.”

